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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF SECONDARY REFLECTIONS

ON DUAL-FREQUENCY REFLECTOMETERS

Abstract

The problem of secondary reflections in a double-sideband

suppressed carrier (DSB-SC) reflectometer (distance measurement)

system is examined analytically and the use of carrier-frequency

modulation to mitigate the measurement error produced by multiple
reflections is demonstrated.





Introduction

This paper is an analysis of the measurement errors caused by

spurious reflections in single- and two-frequency continuous-wave

ranging systems, the latter of the type originally proposed for

the Microwave Reflectometer Ionization Sensor (MRIS). The

analysis is purely mathematical and reduced to the simplest level

possible for purposes of explanation. It is hoped that these

results will be a catalyst and stimulate thought and discussion,

and promote analysis which will lead to the development of a

better instrument. Details concerning mechanization are purposely

ignored here so as to emphasize fundamental concepts. Actual

hardware realization can add another dimension of possible

problems.

Errors are quantified in terms of the ratio of the desired to

the spurious, or undesired, signal amplitudes (C/I or

carrier-to-interference ratio) over the unambiguous measurement

range of the system. The basis of error reduction by carrier

frequency sweeping is explained, and the improvement to be expected

is defined. An adaptive sweep technique is proposed which, at

this elementary level of analysis, appears promising.



Single-frequency distance measurement

As a preliminary, consider a monochromatic signal exciting a

radiating aperture which is large in wavelengths, and therefore,

transmits essentially a plane-wave. If a perfectly reflecting

plate is located a distance, d, away from the aperture and

illuminated, as in figure I, the complex reflection coefficient

is, ideally,

V
_ R -2_d

FI. = V = e : p(d)fe(d) (i)
F

isThe phase of F
IN

e(d) : -2Sd : -4.(d/A_): -4.d(f/c)

where B is the imaginary part of the propagation constant, _.

phase of F is a linear function of d and has a maximum

unambiguousI_ange, d.Ax, of Ag/2, or c/2f, where 8(d) reaches

-2_ radians.

(2)

The

Consider the effect of an additional reflection in this

system of magnitude, Ao, which is unrelated to the reflecting

plate, as in the case of a mismatched antenna. For simplicity,

assume that the secondary reflection is independent of frequency,

as diagramed in figure 2. The phase angle of F with these two
reflections is i,

co= +cos
which is clearly not a linear function of the phase angle of the

primary return, 81, and hence, d. Figure 3 is a sketch of the

resultant phase, 8n, with Ao > 0 (solid) and Ao = 0 (dotted). The

maximum phase deviation from the Ao = 0 case is arctan(Ao/A1)

which occurs when the components of the received signal are in

phase-quadrature.



Dual-frequency distance measurement

In the MRIS mission, scientific requirements, dictating that

the excitation frequency exceed 20 GHz and the measurement range

extend out to 15 cm, rule out a single-frequency approach. To

satisfy these requirements, two signals are transmitted, such that

at the maximum range the phase difference between the two signals

equals 2_ radians. From (2), this phase difference is

oD . eo- eL = -(4.d/Au)+ (4.d/AL): -4.d(fo-fL)/c ¢4)

which is the same phase angle that would result from a single tone

at the difference frequency (fu - fu) transmitted in a

nondispersive (constant time delay at all frequencies) medium.

The effect of a secondary reflection is considered just as in

the single-frequency case, except that two frequencies are

involved. Figure 4 is a polar depiction of the two phasor

components of the received signal at the two frequencies, and

figure 5 is a plot of the phase angles at each frequency as a

function of d. Note that the unambiguous range is much greater

than for either of the signals alone. The net phase angle at each

frequency can be written by inspection; however, we choose to find

the deviation of the net phase from the phase with Ao = 0. This

means that deviation of the sum veGtor from the primary return is

sought. By inspection,

ASl = tan-*[AiA° Sin(-Si)+Ao Cos(-Si)) i = u or U (5)

The total phase error, ACT, is the difference between Aeu and

485, or

AeT= _tan I[ (A°/A*) Sin eu ]
- + tan- i

1 + (AO/A,) Cos 8u

(AO/AI) Sin _eL '/

1 + (Ao/A ) Cos
'(6)

When Ao/AI << i, each component of A@T has a maximum value of

approximately arctan(Ao/A1); however, since 8u and 8L can, by

design, differ by up to 2_ radians, the total differential phase error

can be twice that at each frequency. Equation (6), while exact,

is not intuitively satisfying. Such a relationship can be

derived if it is assumed that Ao/AI < 0.1, in which case (6) can be

closely approximated as

AST =-[A_]Sin 8u[l- [_ICos 8o] + [_)Sin 8nil- [_)Cos 8u] (7)

Using the identity Sin 28 = 2(Sin e.Cos 8) in (7) gives

) IA°)'I 1AST = _ Sin @u - Sin @L + _? Sin 2Co 2- Sin 28L (8)
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Using function-difference identities in (8) gives

AOT =

Aol 2_{ Cos (Su + eu)'Sin (Su - SL) (9)

Using (4) in (9) leads to

AOT (A°1-2 _ Cos (2c0od/c)-Sin ((_Ju- _L )d/c) +

[Aol"cos (4 ood/c).Sin (2( 0 u-  L)d/c) (i0)

where _o is defined as _o _ (_u + _L)/2.

It can be seen that the (approximate) AOD(d) has a

rapidly-varying component, Cos (2_od/c), with a slowly-varying

envelope, Sin ((_u- _L )d/c)' and harmonics thereof. The sine

be expressed as Sin (2_Md/c) since the sideband Spacing resulting

from the product of a (sinusoidal) carrier and a modulation signal

is twice the modulation frequency, and (_u- _U ) = 2_M" Making use of

this fact and (4) allows (i0) to be expressed as

term can

AOT
-2(_]Cos (_(ff-_)(d_x))'Sin [_[ ._xll +

(A_) 2C°s [2_[{_ 1 [d_x)) "Sin [2_[_)) (ii)

which is useful for studying the behavior of ACT with d.

Figure 6 is a sketch of the total differential phase, eD,

which includes the first error term in (10), which is dominant when

Ao/AI < O.i-, and the desired component given by (4). Upon

comparison with figure 3, it is seen that the regions of maximum

error on (0, d,Ax) are different with respect to the maximum

unambiguous range, but carrier-frequency ripple is present in both

cases.

As noted earlier, for a given C/I, the two-frequency system

has a maximum phase error twice that of a single-frequency system.



Path-length dependent spurious reflections

Another type of spurious reflection is path-length dependent,

as diagramed in figure 7 with only one multiple reflection. The

phase angle of the first multiple reflection is always twice that

of the primary return. Following the same procedure as before,

the phase deviation at each frequency can be written as

Ael tan_l[ Ao Sin (2_id/c) ]= ..... for i = u or U (12)

LAI + Cos (2_ d/c)J

and the total phase error is

A61T _ _eu - _eL -

[ (A°/ ]tan-1 A? Sin (2_ud/C)
Ao - tan I,+( jcosI  00/cli[A_)Sin(2_ud/c)(13)

Upon comparison of (13) and (6), it is seen that the phase

error resulting from path-dependent spurious reflections is

out of phase with that caused by path-independent reflections.

This is because the differential phase shifts between the spurious

and primary reflections are of different senses in the two cases.



Swept-frequency averaging

The error-producing effects of secondary reflections can be

significantly reduced by sweeping the carrier frequency while

holding the separation between the two sidebands constant. The

underlying basis of this error-reduction technique can be

demonstrated most simply with a single-frequency example.

Figure 8 is an extension of figure 3, plotting the sum-vector

phase angle, 8R, as a function of d for three frequencies:

_o - A_/2, _o and _o + A_/2. With d fixed at do, and the

secondary reflections frequency-invariant, the phase error can

range between ±arctan[Ao/A1], as shown in figure 8. If the

total frequency excursion is large enough to rotate the primary

reflection, from do, through exactly 2_ radians, the error will

average to zero. To achieve a 2_ radian variation, the frequency in

(2) would have to be shifted by

Afl2 _ = c/2do (14)

Thus, there is a minimum range at which a ±_ radian variation

can be achieved with a symmetrical frequency sweep. It is easily

concluded from figure 3 that this minimum range is dMAX/2, and the

required frequency sweep (A_) is from 0 to 2_o! Such a wide

fractional frequency sweep is obviously impractical, especially in

waveguide hardware; however, if in a two-frequency system the

sideband spacing is small compared to the carrier frequency, or

(fu-fh) << (fu+fu)/2, the percentage Af required to provide

meaningful error reduction is much smaller, and the technique

becomes feasible. The rapidly-varying term in (i0) is required to

go through at least 2_ radians as fo is swept, hence

(Af)MIN > c/2dMIN (15)

independent of fo. It is making fo so large that the ratio

(Af).1./fo becomes small, rather than the value of fo itself, that

makes implementation feasible.

Consider now the application of carrier sweeping in a

nonadaptive manner to reduce error. The differential phase error

after averaging (10) over A_ is by definition:

._o + _/2

AOT _ A--_ AO_ (_, _M) de (16)

When Ao/AI < 0.i, this integration yields

ACT : -2 _? A_C Sin (2_, d/c) Cos (2_od/c)
(17)

for the first and dominant term in (16). Upon comparison with

(ii), the effective error reduction factor is seen to be of the

well known form



Sinc (A_d/c)

-Sin (A(ad/c)

A_d/c
(18)

An obvious first choice for A_ would be to pick it so that

the first zero of the Sinc function occurs where the unswept error
in (10), and figure 6, would be maximum, at d = dMAX/2.

Using (4), the A_ required to make A_d/c = _ at dMax/2 is

A_ = 4_ . Figure 9 (solid trace) is a plot of (18) with this

value of A_. When d > dHA×/2, the error is reduced by a factor of

at least 0.212 (-13.4 dB); however, there is little error
reduction when d << d,Ax/2. From this it is concluded that A_

should be selected to make the argument of (18) equal _ at the
minimum measurement range (dotted trace for the case

d,IN = dMAx/6). In general

(d.Ax_
Af = 2f.-[ M_-_) (19)

The maximum possible value of (17) is 2(Ao/AI); the averaged

error envelope normalized to this factor is plotted in figure 10

versus d for A_ = 4_ and 12_ , resulting in worst-case normalized

envelope magnitudes of 0.44 (-7.1 dB) and 0.16 (-15.9 dB),
respectively.
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Adaptive error reduction

This approach consists of adapting the carrier sweep width

(A_) so that the argument of the $inc function always equals _,

and the function equals zero. If d is the measured value of d, A_

is controlled so that

Af : c/d (20)

A reasonable initialization procedure would be to start with the

maximum A_ - to guarantee some error reduction - and then reduce

A_ to satisfy (20), followed by continuou@ updating. The first

zero in figure 9 is "tracked" along with d. For example, the

solid trace in figure 10 would correspond to d = dMAx/2 and the
dotted trace to d = dMAx/6.
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Conclusions

Despite the elementary and idealized nature of this analysis,

it is believed that the results are applicable to one of the major

technical problems confronting the MRIS project; specifically,

reflections from the Thermal Protection System (TSP) tile. The

results of this analysis can be summarized as follows:

(i) In two-frequency ranging, the maximum measurement error

due to spurious reflections is twice that of a

single-frequency system, for equal C/I ratios.

(2) Carrier-frequency averaging can reduce errors caused by

spurious reflections beyond some minimum range, which is

inversely proportional to the sweep width.

(3) Adaptive carrier sweeping can in principle completely
eliminate reflection-type errors at distances exceeding
dH,,.
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Figure 1.-Large aperture illuminating a flat plate.
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Figure 2.-Continuous wave ranging with one secondary reflection.
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Figure 3.-Sum vector phase as a function of distance-to-reflector.
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Figure 4.-Two-frequency ranging with a frequency-invariant spurious reflection.
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Figure 5.-Phase versus distance for two-frequency system.
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Figure 6.-Phase difference in dual-frequency ranging with a
frequency-invariant spurious reflection.
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Figure 7.-Dual-frequency ranging with a path-length-dependant spurious
reflection ( e2= 291).
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Figure 8.-The effect of frequency-shift on the phase error
produced by secondary reflections.
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Figure 9.-Error reduction factor vs. distance for different
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